You might recognise me from such cliches as crying in the library or falling down the fever stairs, but if you’re in first year it is more likely that you don’t know me at all. This is because last term I had a rather minor breakdown about hating Spanish (I did Spanish and English) and decided to drop it, meaning I had to rusticate and come back to start second year again in October. This means I’ll be in the current freshers’ year doing English! Woohoo see ya in October

WHY SHOULD I VOTE FOR YOU, YOU RANDOM RUSTICATED PERSON?

I did a whole year of doing a degree I didn’t like and managed to pass prelims in it (just about) and I’d say that makes me quite determined. If I can commit to something I dislike that much for a year I can definitely commit and apply myself well in something I actually want to do.

I’m no stranger to a colour coordinated email as I was Communications Officer for OxWomIN before I tragically rusticated.

I was also head girl at school (If you stalk me on facebook there’s a probably picture of me in a head girl bonnet looking like a knob) and organised and chaired the school council, so I have experience of administration and minute making and distributing.

I can touch type really fast, as evidenced by my year 8 ICT prize.

I’m a massive people pleaser which will only be exacerbated as I try to make friends in an already established year, meaning I’ll work as hard as I can in the role.

I’m the least intimidating person in the world (you can ask my daughter Grace, who I’m namedropping because she’s already got 2 Oxloves and so has much greater influence than me) so you can approach me with any questions about the goings on of the JCR.

Being an English student (finally) means I’ll have loooots of free time to invest in being sec as I continue to skip lectures and complete the majority of my work last minute.

I want to continue the fab work Mundie currently does (also a rusticated English student, maybe we can start a tradition)

Ensure the smooth running of the JCR and make sure everyone is informed of what’s happening and what decisions are being made in meetings by making the minutes accessible to everyone on the JCR facebook, email, and hard copy.

I will continue the weekly email newsletter informing everyone of what events and opportunities there are at Anne’s, and be a fountain of knowledge for all that is going on.

Knowing everyone in current second year will make me a good link between years and I will keep third year fully connected, involved and up to date with the JCR.

Being away for almost a term has made me miss Anne’s a lot and realise how much I took it for granted when I was there. I’m so excited to come back but also a bit nervous about entering a completely new year. I think being part of the JCR committee would be a great opportunity to get to know everyone and become more involved in life at Anne’s.